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Interaction and Energy Decomposition Analyses to Predict
Stability of Tetraaryl Square Planar Cobalt Complexes
Manting Mu,[a] Alessandra Logallo,[b] Eva Hevia,*[b] and Max García-Melchor*[a]

The sodium-mediated cobaltation of pentafluorobenzene using
the bimetallic base [NaCo(HMDS)3] (HMDS=N(SiMe3)2) has been
reported to afford a novel tetraaryl Co(II) square planar
complex. Yet, the preparation of analogue structures with
1,2,3,4-tetrafluorobenzene, 1,3,5-trichlorobenzene, and 1,4-di-
bromo-2,5-difluorobenzene remains elusive. While the metal-
ation step proceeds leading to stable [NaCo(HMDS)2Ar] species,
the ligand redistribution process to afford the tetraaryl Co(II)
square planar complexes does not take place. Herein we report
a density functional theory study in combination with electronic
structure and energy decomposition analyses to shed light on
the electronic and steric requirements to afford such com-

plexes. Our findings show that the formation of the Co(II)
square planar complexes depends on the right balance
between intramolecular X···X and Na···X (X=H, F, Cl, Br)
interactions. The latter further induces a ‘seesaw effect’, whereby
the aryl ligand acts as a ‘seesaw’ allowing two X atoms in ortho
positions to interdependently interact with Na. Only by
considering both attractive and repulsive Na(X)···X interactions,
the correct stability of the square planar complexes observed in
experiments can be predicted computationally. We envision
these insights to guide the rational design of novel square
planar metal complexes for C� C coupling, a field that is still
dominated by scarce and expensive precious metals.

Introduction

Most C� C coupling processes involve reductive elimination of
organic substrates in cis configuration from square planar metal
complexes.[1–3] While this field is riddled with examples of
precious metals like Pd,[4–6] the formation of such complexes
based on earth-abundant elements is still a major challenge in
moving towards greener and cost-effective catalysis. On the
journey to achieving this, it would be highly desirable to ease
the installation of monodentate carbanion ligands (potential
coupling substrates) in first-row transition metal complexes and
enable the formation of these compounds in a square planar
geometry. Recently, Co complexes have drawn greater atten-
tion due to its high abundance, reduced costs, and special
reactivity.[3] However, the electronic configuration of the most

favorable Co(II) oxidation state is d7 instead of the desired d8

configuration for a square planar geometry.[7] This is reflected in
the literature, where only few examples of square planar Co(II)
systems have been reported.[8,9] One approach to overcome the
limitations in the design of such complexes is to leverage the
stabilization effect through ligand chelation in combination
with electronic effects. One example is the Co(II) complex
reported by L. H. Doerrer et al.[10] featuring two bridging
oxygens, as shown in Scheme 1a, and its variant with two O-
bridged potassium cations, [{K(DME)2}2Co(DDFP)2] (DME=
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Scheme 1. Examples of reported Co(II) complexes in square planar geometry
featuring bidentate and monodentate ligands.
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dimethoxyethane, DDFP=dodecafluoropinacolate). Neutral
Co(II) species with bidentate hydroxyamidinate ligands have
also been reported,[11] as well as a Co(II) species with
monodentate carbene ligands which are capable of undergoing
C� C bond formation processes (Scheme 1b,c).[12]

Interestingly, the complex featuring bridging oxygens in
Scheme 1a portray some similarity to the tetraaryl structure
[{Na(C6H6)}2Co(C6F5)4] (sqFF) that we recently reported
(Scheme 1d),[13] featuring analogous K···O and Na···F attractive
interactions. This square planar complex sqFF contains four
pentafluoroaryl ligands installed via Co� H exchange that bind
to Co via the C that experienced metalation.

Unlike the previously reported non-ion contacted pair
{[NBu4]

+}2[Co(C6F5)4]
2� ,[14] prepared by salt metathesis of Co(II)

halide salts with LiC6F5, the formation of sqFF does not involve
the use of ultra-sensitive lithium intermediates which have
many limitations.[15,16] Furthermore, previous studies have dem-
onstrated that these tetraaryl square planar cobalt reagents can
readily undergo C� C homocoupling in the presence of external
oxidants such as I2, or O2 present in the air.[13]

Previous mechanistic investigations into the formation of
[{Na(C6H6)}2Co(C6F5)4] (sqFF), involving the isolation of key
reaction intermediates, have also revealed that initially the
bimetallic base [NaCo(HMDS)3] (HMDS=bis(trimeth-
ylsilyl)amide) (R) promotes a Co� H exchange step to form
[NaCo(HMDS)2(C6F5)] (I1FF), which rapidly undergoes a ligand
redistribution process to form sqFF (Scheme 2).[13] While this
two-step process also applies to other doubly ortho-substituted
arenes (i. e. 1,3-diflurorobenzene, 1,2,3-triflurorobenzene, 1,3,5-
triflurorobenzene, 1,3,4,5-tetraflurorobenzene and 1,2,3,4-tetra-
flurorobenzene), when other non-doubly F-substituted arenes
in ortho position are used, such as 1,2,3,4-tetrafluorobenzene
(ArFH), 1,3,5-trichlorobenzene (ArCl), and 1,4-dibromo-2,5-difluor-
obenzene (ArBr), metalation occurs to give the relevant
[NaCo(HMDS)2(Ar)] intermediates. These species can be isolated
and characterized,[13,17] but no ligand redistribution is observed,
failing to furnish square planar complexes.

In an attempt to rationalize and predict the formation of
bimetallic NaCo(II) sq complexes, herein we present a thorough

computational study via density functional theory (DFT) calcu-
lations and various electronic structure and energy decomposi-
tion analyses, namely non-covalent interactions (NCI),[18] activa-
tion-strain (ASA)[19] and natural energy decomposition
(NEDA).[20,21] Our results demonstrate the unique effect of Na···F
versus Na···X (X=H, Cl, Br) interactions. The data presented in
this work also shed light into intriguing deviations observed
between the NCI and ASA analyses of the Na···Br interactions,
which stem from the increased orbital overlap (charge transfer)
in Na···X interactions involving heavier X atoms. Overall, this
work provides a detailed understanding of the (in)stability of
square planar Co(II) complexes, paving the way for the rational
design of greener and cheaper C� C coupling catalysts.

Results and Discussion

To assess the formation of square planar NaCo(II) complexes
analogous to sqFF bearing different aryl substrates, we began
our investigations by computing at the DFT-ωB97XD level (see
Supporting Information for details) the corresponding Gibbs
reaction energies at the same experimental conditions that sqFF

was synthesized. Further, to examine the effects of a wide range
of ortho substituents in mono/doubly fluorinated compounds,
lighter/heavier halogens, and hetero/homo substituents, we
focused on aryls with ortho H and halogen (i. e. F, Cl, Br)
substituents (hereafter referred to as ArFH, ArCl and ArBr) and
compared them with ArFF, which produces sqFF (Scheme 1d) via
C� H metalation.

Initially, we posited the formation energies of the different
sq complexes to be correlated with the formation of the en
route monoaryl intermediates I1. These species are formed via
metalation of ArFH, ArCl, ArBr by R and involve the exchange of
C� H to Co� C bonds, yielding the respective monoaryl inter-
mediates [NaCo(μ-HMDS)2(C6F4H)] (I1FH), [NaCo(μ-
HMDS)2(C6Cl3H2)] (I1Cl), and [NaCo(μ-HMDS)2(C6Br2F2H)] (I1Br).
These structures are analogous to each other, featuring two
HMDS ligands bridging the Na and Co atoms, and the
deprotonated aryl moiety bound terminally to Co, as shown in
Figure 1.

As seen in Figure 1, the relative energies calculated for the
different metalated aryls span a wide range of values, with I1FH
being the closest in energy to ArFF (ΔG= � 4.1 kcal/mol,

Scheme 2. Experimental findings investigating the sodium-mediated cobal-
tation of pentafluorobenzene using the bimetallic base [NaCo(HMDS)3].

Figure 1. Optimized structures and relative Gibbs energies (in kcal/mol)
calculated in benzene at 298 K and 1 atm for the formation of the monoaryl
intermediates [NaCo(μ-HMDS)2(Ar)] (I1FH, I1Cl, I1Br) from [NaCo(HMDS)3] (R).
Relevant bond distances (in Å) and angles are also shown.
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referenced to R), exhibiting a +1.1 kcal/mol difference. With
these data, one would expect the formation of the homoleptic
tetraaryl complexes with ArFH and ArBr to be thermodynamically
feasible; however, only the monoaryl product could be
observed experimentally under the same reaction conditions
than sqFF.

[13] Hence, we can conclude that the formation energy
of the monoaryl intermediates is not a good descriptor to
predict the formation of the sq complexes; this may require the
assessment of the ligand rearrangement process in monoaryl
intermediates, which eventually leads to tetraaryl complexes.

The ligand rearrangement mechanism that we proposed in
our recent work[13] first involves the ligand exchange between
two monoaryl complexes (I1) to yield the bisaryl intermediate
(I2) (Scheme 3) and the concomitant formation of the sodium
cobaltate R. According to our DFT calculations, this process is
predicted to be only slightly endergonic for the intermediates
[NaCo(μ-HMDS)(μ-C6Cl3H2)(t-C6Cl3H2)] (I2Cl) (+5.7 kcal/mol),
[NaCo(μ-HMDS)(μ-C6Br2F2H)(t-C6Br2F2H)] (I2Br) (+4.8 kcal/mol),
but very unfavorable for [NaCo(μ-HMDS)(μ-C6F4H)(t-C6F4H)] (I2FH)
(+17.6 kcal/mol). Other conformers of the bis-aryl I2 intermedi-
ates were also considered (Figure S1) but resulted to be higher
in energy compared to the species shown in Scheme 3.

Interestingly, the formation energy of the bisaryl complex
I2FH is less favorable than I2FF (by +9.3 kcal/mol), while the

analogues I2Cl and I2Br are much more favored, rendering the
formation of these complexes to be more feasible. Nonetheless,
the dimerization of the bis-metalated I2 intermediates to afford
the complexes sqFH, sqCl, and sqBr is predicted to be endergonic
in all cases (�4.7 kcal/mol, Scheme 3). In contrast, the dimeriza-
tion process for sqFF is thermodynamically favorable by
� 1.90 kcal/mol, driving the overall reaction forward and
releasing Co(HMDS)2. This Co species can then undergo co-
complexation with an extra equivalent of Na(HMDS) that can be
added to the reaction mixture to form more sodium cobaltate
R, which undergoes C� H metalation of the substrate to
generate more sqFF.

[13]

Intrigued by these findings, we performed further inves-
tigations which revealed that the key difference between the
substrates is the substituents in ortho positions; this observation
also explains the apparent discrepancy between the formation
energies of the mono- and tetraaryl complexes, as we describe
in the following. As shown in Figure 1, the most stable
conformer of the monoaryl intermediates has the aryl group in
terminal position. This places the ortho-substituted halide too
far away to engage with the Na atom, whereas multiple Na···X
interactions can be established in the sq complexes. To shed
light on the role that these Na···X contacts play, we carried out
a detailed NCI analysis on all the sq complexes (Figures 2a, 2b,
S4 and S5).[13] The results of this analysis revealed that sqFH lacks
Na···F interactions compared to sqFF (see Figures S5 and S4,
respectively). Furthermore, there is no evidence of significant
attractive interactions between Na···H, indicating that less
stabilization is gained. This is in line with experimental studies
which could not isolate sqFH, highlighting the importance of the
Na···F contacts.[13]

Moving on to the other substrates, we observed a
remarkable effect in the NCI analysis on the sqCl complex,
shown in Figures 2a and 2c, which portrays weaker Na···Cl
interactions compared to Na···F in sqFF (1=1.33�10� 2 vs
1.52�10� 2 a.u., respectively), displayed in Figure S4. This is
somewhat unexpected since Cl is easier to polarize and has
more electron density than F, and therefore one would expect a
stronger interaction between Na···Cl. Upon further inspection,
we could attribute the weakening of the Na···Cl contacts in sqCl

to the ‘seesaw effect’, a term that we coin in this work to
describe the increase (or decrease) of an interaction caused by
the interdependent contact of ortho substituted groups with
the top- and bottom-Na+ ions. Like a seesaw, the aryl
fragment(s) ArCl coordinated to Co bends towards the top or
bottom Na atoms in order to establish the maximum number of
Na···Cl interactions in sqCl (Figure 2e). Compared to sqFF, which
has relatively shorter Co� C (metalated C) and C� Fortho bond
lengths (ca. 1.980 and 2.350 Å, respectively), sqCl features
elongated Co� C (metalated C) and C� Clortho distances (ca. 2.020
and 2.400 Å, respectively). The metalated ArCl fragment is also
relatively larger, which hinders the sqCl complex from establish-
ing strong Na···Cl interactions. In addition, the ‘seesaw effect’
results in one set (peak) of top- and bottom-Na···Cl interactions,
as each of the ArCl fragments bends either side of the Co� C
bond until the interaction between both ortho-substituted Cl
atoms are at their maximum contact with the Na+ ions.

Scheme 3. Dimerization of the bisaryl intermediates [NaCo(μ-HMDS)(μ-Ar)(t-
Ar)] (I2FH, I2Cl, I2Br) to form the hypothetical square planar complexes
[{Na(C6H6)}2Na2Co(Ar)4] (sqFH, sqCl, sqBr). The associated Gibbs reaction
energies calculated in benzene at 298 K and 1 atm are reported in kcal/mol.
The relative Gibbs energies of the I2 intermediates are referenced to R.
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Fascinatingly, the ‘seesaw effect’ plays an even more
important role in the sqBr analogue, determining the lowest
energy conformation, depicted in Figure 2f. In this structure,
four Br atoms interact with the same Na atom, bending the ArBr
groups toward the Na on the opposite side to maximize the
Na···Br/F contacts on both sides (Figure S2), while releasing
steric hindrance. This was confirmed via NCI analysis (Figures 2b
and 2d), which reveals the presence of both Na···F and Na···Br
interactions with electron densities of 1.85�10� 2 a.u. and
1.15�10� 2 a.u., respectively. Interestingly, the Na···F interactions
are predicted to be stronger than in sqFF, a direct consequence
of the seesaw effect which pushes the Br atoms away from Na
due to their larger size compared to F (rvdW(Br)=1.78 Å; rvdW(F)=

1.47 Å),[22] resulting in longer and weaker Na(top)···Br contacts
(Figure 2f).

While NCI plots are very insightful and indicate that
Na(top)···Br contacts are weaker than Na(bottom)···F, we cannot
conclude whether these Na···X interactions overall are more
favorable in sqFF than in sqBr. This is because, despite the use of
the electron density within the NCI approach allows us to
characterize the nature of a bond or interaction, it does not
provide an accurate description of the relative strengths
between different atoms (e.g. Na···F vs Na···Br interactions).

Hence, to quantify the strength of the different Na···X
interactions in the sq complexes investigated herein, we
performed an ASA analysis, which consists in decomposing the
energy into interaction (ΔEint) and distortion (ΔEdis) energy terms
between different fragments of a system. The ΔEint term

accounts for the energy gained from interactions between the
fragments, while ΔEdis represents the energy cost for distorting
the geometry of a fragment from its isolated relaxed structure.
In our analysis, the sq complexes were sliced into 3 separate
fragments, namely top-{Na(C6H6)}

+, {Co(Ar)4}
2� and

bottom-{Na(C6H6)}
+ (Figure S3). The results of this analysis are

summarized in Table 1.
Firstly, we note that the total interaction energy between

the three fragments in the different sq complexes follow a
similar trend to that predicted by the NCI analysis; that is, sqFF

exhibits the largest interaction energy (i. e. � 274.0 kcal/mol),
followed by sqCl and sqFH. For the latter, the lower ΔEint

compared to sqFF (by +9.6 kcal/mol) is mainly due to the lack
of Na···F interactions. The exception in that trend is sqBr, which
displays a ΔEint value of ca. 42.0 kcal/mol lower than sqFF. To
better understand this difference, instead of the total inter-
action energy between fragments, we computed the relative
atom-specific interactions by dividing the interaction energy
between the top and bottom {Na(C6H6)}

+ fragments and
{Co(Ar)4}

2� (ΔEint1 and ΔEint2, respectively) by the total number of
Na···X contacts present between these fragments (see Table 1
and Figure S3). These specific ΔEint1,2/Na···X values follow the trend
Na···F (0.0)>Na···Cl (+0.8)>Na···H (+2.8 and +1.2), which is
identical to the results obtained in the NCI analysis, with the
exception of the Na···Br interactions (� 3.6), which are predicted
to be stronger than the Na···F contacts in sqFF. In addition, the
Na···F contacts in sqBr also exhibit a more negative ΔEint2/Na···F

Figure 2. a) and b) NCI analysis on the complexes sqCl and sqBr, respectively, by plotting the reduced density gradient against the sign of the second
eigenvalue of the Hessian matrix multiplied by the electron density (1), sign(λ2)1. For more details about this type of analysis, see Supporting Information. In
the NCI plot, attractive (repulsive) interactions are denoted by blue (red) shades; the stronger (weaker) the interaction, the darker (lighter) the shade. c) and d)
representation of the most relevant NCIs as isosurfaces (isovalue=0.6 a.u.) together with their associated 1 values (in a.u.) found in complexes sqCl and sqBr,
respectively. e) and f) Optimized structures of sqCl and sqBr, respectively, to illustrate the most relevant bond lengths and the ‘seesaw effect’, respectively.
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value than in sqFF (by 6.8 kcal/mol), in agreement with the NCI
analysis.

To explain the apparent discrepancy between the NCI and
ASA results for the Na···Br contacts, and to gain a better
understanding of the different Na···X interactions, we resorted
to the NEDA analysis developed by Glendening and Streitwieser
(see Supporting Information for details).[18] More specifically,
herein we focus on the ratio between the charge transfer and
polarization energy contributions (ΔECT :ΔEPOL) to the interaction
energy in each of the investigated sq complexes. The results of
this analysis, shown in Table 1, reveal an increase in the ΔECT

term as we move down the halogen group (Group 17), i. e.
Na···F (13 :87)>Na···Cl (26 :74)>Na···Br (27 :73). These values are
calculated assuming the charge transfer contribution of the
Na···F contacts in the sq complexes to be the same as in sqFF

(see Supporting Information for details). This trend is in line
with the more diffused nature of the p orbitals in larger halides.
However, we note that the above trend provides a lower bound
of the ΔECT(Na···Br) contribution since the Na···F interactions
become stronger in sqBr due to the seesaw effect, increasing
(decreasing) the ΔECT (ΔEPOL) contributions. Overall, the NEDA
analysis demonstrates the importance of orbital overlap in the
accurate description of the Na···Br interactions, while shedding
light into the disagreement between this analysis and NCI in
predicting the relative strength of Na···Br and Na···F contacts in
sqBr and sqFF, respectively. The fact that NCI predicts Na···F
interactions to be stronger than Na···Br is because, despite the
use of the electron density within the QTAIM approach allows
to characterize the nature of a bond or interaction, it does not
provide an accurate description of relative strengths between
different atoms (e. g. Na···F vs Na···Br interactions). This is
addressed in ASA, which shows that Na···Br interactions are
stronger than Na···F by � 3.6 kcal/mol (see Table 1).

From the ASA analysis we can also observe that the ΔEdis

values for the {Na(C6H6)}
+ fragments in the different sq

complexes are negligible (ranging from +0.4 to +0.7 kcal/mol),
whereas this term is considerably larger (ca. +3–6 kcal/mol) for
the {Co(Ar)4}

2� units. This difference can be rationalized with the
{Co(Ar)4}

2� moiety requiring a severe distortion of the square
planar geometry to maximize the number of Na···X contacts.

The energy penalty associated to this distortion is predicted to
be even higher in sqFH presumably due to the ortho H atoms
from the metalated aryls which are partially positively charged,
leading to repulsive interactions between these fragments and
the Na+ ions of the {Na(C6H6)}

+ units. We note, however, that
ASA does not capture interactions within a given fragment,
which is particularly important in the case of {Co(ArBr)4}

2� . This is
evidenced by the shorter Br···Br distances in sqBr compared to
the bisaryl intermediate I2Br (3.981 vs 4.947 Å), which reflects in
the endergonic formation of the sqBr complex from I2Br
(Scheme 3).

To quantify the repulsive intramolecular X···X interactions
within the {Co(Ar)4}

2� fragments in the sq complexes, we
computed their relative energies referenced to {Co(ArFF)4}

2� , as
shown in Scheme 4. This was done by taking each of the
{Co(Ar)4}

2� fragments in their respective geometries in the

Table 1. Summary of the computed interaction (ΔEint) and distortion (ΔEdist) energies, and the ratio of charge transfer relative to the polarization energy
contribution (ΔECT :ΔEPOL) calculated via ASA and NEDA analyses, respectively (see Supporting Information for details). All the energies are given in kcal/mol.
The number and type of contacts with the top and bottom {Na(C6H6)}

+ fragments, Natop···(X) and Nabot···(X), in each sq complex is also provided.

Complex ΔEint
[a] ΔEint1

[b] Natop···(X) ΔEint1/

Na···X
[c]

ΔEint2
[b] Nabot···(X) ΔEint2/

Na···X
[c]

ΔEdis1
[d] ΔEdis2

[e] ΔECT :ΔEPOL ΔECT :ΔEPOLNa···X[f]

sqFF � 274.0 0.0 4F 0.0 0.0 4F 0.0 +3.9 +0.6 13 :87 13 :87

sqFH � 264.4 +8.5 1F+3H +2.8 +1.2 3F+1H +1.2 +6.9 +0.5 11 :89 9 :91

sqCl � 267.3 +3.4 4Cl +0.8 +3.4 4Cl +0.8 +3.9 +0.7 26 :74 26 :74

sqBr � 316.1 � 14.5 4Br � 3.6 � 27.5 4F � 6.8 +4.5 +0.5 20 :80 27 :73

[a] Total interaction energy between the three fragments considered. [b] Interaction energies between the top (ΔEint1) and bottom (ΔEint2) {Na(C6H6)}
+

fragments and {Co(Ar)4}
2� , referenced to sqFF.

[c] ΔEint1 and ΔEint2 values divided by the number of Na···X contacts, referenced to sqFF.
[d] Distortion energy for

the {Co(Ar)4}
2� fragments. [e] Distortion energy for the top and bottom {Na(C6H6)}

+ fragments. These values are the same within each complex, except for
sqFH that are +0.5 and +0.4 kcal/mol, respectively. [f] ΔECT :ΔEPOL values assuming that the charge transfer from the Na···F contacts in the hetero-substituted
sq complexes is the same than in the homo-substituted sqFF complex (see Supporting Information for details).

Scheme 4. Comparison of the relative stability of the different {Co(Ar)4}
2�

fragments in the geometries adopted in their respective optimized sq
complexes.
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optimized sq complexes and computing their energies via
single-point calculations. As expected, the relative energies (in
kcal/mol) correlate well with the size of X, leading to more
positive values according to: {Co(ArBr)4}

2� (+48.8)> > {Co-
(ArCl)4}

2� (+33.2)> {Co(ArFH)4}
2� (+26.6). Notably, this trend

differs from the monoaryl formation energies depicted in
Figure 1, highlighting the importance of the substituent sterics
in the formation of sq.

Further investigations via NCI analysis identified 4 Br···Br and
4 Br···Co contacts as the main responsible for the repulsive
interactions in {Co(ArBr)4}

2� , with peaks centered at sign(λ2)1
values of 4.8�10� 3 and 6.1�10� 3 a.u (Figure 3). These electronic
repulsions and the steric hindrance balance out the stabilization
gained from the seesaw effect, resulting in an overall unfavor-
able formation of sqBr. Our calculations also show that steric
effects correlate with the size of the ortho substituents (i. e. H<
F<Cl<Br), which is also reflected in the C� Co� N bond angles
observed in the monoarylated intermediates: I1FH (120°)< I1Cl
(126°)< I1Br (130°). Altogether, this knowledge is essential to
predict the feasibility and stability of the different sq com-
plexes, as we briefly describe in the following.

In the case of sqBr, the formation of this complex is not
favored mainly due to the intramolecular repulsions between
the Br atoms. While these interactions are reduced in the
analogue complex sqCl, the weaker Na···Cl contacts due to the
‘seesaw effect’ disfavors the formation of this compound.
Similarly, X···X repulsions are reduced in sqFH, but the
established Na···X contacts are not sufficient to drive the
formation of this complex. Only when the repulsive interactions
are minimized and the strong Na···F contacts are maximized in
sqFF, the formation of the square planar complex is predicted to
be thermodynamically feasible, in agreement with previous
experimental studies.[13]

Conclusions

In this work we report a computational study by combining
DFT methods and electronic structure and energy decomposi-
tion analyses to shed light on the important role that Na···X

interactions play in the stabilization of bimetallic NaCo(II)
square planar complexes with general formula
[{Na(C6H6)}2Na2Co(Ar)4]. We show that the faith of these
complexes depends on the right balance between attractive
intramolecular Na···X and repulsive X···X (X=H, F, Cl, Br)
interactions within the structure. In particular, the interplay
between the bottom and top Na···X contacts results in the
weakening/strengthening of these interactions which we dub
as the seesaw effect. This explains the relative strengths of the
Na···X contacts in the square planar complexes: H (sqFH)<Cl
(sqCl)<F (sqFF)<Br (sqBr). However, the formation of these
complexes also depends on the intramolecular X···X repulsions,
which increase with the size of the substituent X. Only when
both interactions are considered, calculations predict the
exclusive formation of the complex with doubly F ortho-
substituted aryls (sqFF) observed in experiments. We hope these
results will contribute to the design of stable Co complexes in a
square planar geometry for advancing the development of
more sustainable C� C coupling processes.
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